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E&J Gallo Winery is official wine
sponsor of National Football League
Over the years, through acquisitions, strategic partnerships,
and new brand innovations,
Gallo has continued to expand
and diversify its portfolio across
all price points to meet growing
consumer demand and evolving
preferences. This tradition continues with Gallo as the Official
Wine Sponsor of the NFL.
Full activation and consumerfacing materials will launch in
August 2022.

N.Y, N.Y. - Recently, the National Football League (NFL)
and E. & J. Gallo Winery (Gallo)
announced that Gallo will be the
Official Wine Sponsor of the
NFL.
The multi-branded, multi-year
agreement makes Gallo the official wine sponsor of the NFL.
The partnership is uniquely
structured to engage NFL fans
and will include opportunities for

"Gallo is thrilled to be uniting
America's most loved winery
with America's most popular
sport," said E. & J. Gallo
Chief Marketing Officer, Stephanie Gallo. She added, "As
an industry leader our role is
to welcome new consumers to
the wine category in unique
and relevant ways. This partnership will do just that by
bringing our avid fan bases
together. The notion of togetherness seems more relevant
now more than ever."
local team activation, player imagery and appearances, on-site
presence at premiere events, and
broadcast, digital, and social
content from NFL Kickoff

through the Super Bowl.
Barefoot, America's most loved
winery, will kick-off the partnership. Barefoot brings more consumers into the wine category
than any other brand thanks to its
long-standing efforts to demystify wine and make it accessible
to everyone through inclusivity
and celebration.
"Gallo is thrilled to be uniting
America's most loved winery
with America's most popular
sport," said E. & J. Gallo Chief
Marketing Officer, Stephanie
Gallo. She added, "As an industry leader our role is to welcome
new consumers to the wine category in unique and relevant
ways. This partnership will do
just that by bringing our avid fan

bases together. The notion of togetherness seems more relevant
now more than ever."
"We are excited to partner with
E. & J. Gallo to bring more
choices for our fans," said Tracie
Rodburg, NFL Senior Vice President, Sponsorship Management.
"We look forward to pairing E. &
J. Gallo's extensive portfolio of
wines, including its iconic brand
Barefoot, with our fans, clubs and
premiere events for memorable
NFL experiences."
Through this partnership, Gallo
will implement 360-degree programming, creating surround
sound for its brands all the way
throughout the consumer purchase journey.

About E. & J. Gallo Winery:
Founded in 1933 by brothers Ernest and Julio Gallo, E. & J.
Gallo Winery is a family-owned
company and global wine and
spirits industry leader. The hallmark of E. & J. Gallo Winery is
their lasting commitment to sustainability and quality, and consistently providing wine and
spirits for every occasion. Gallo's
range of offerings includes Apothic, Barefoot Wine, Black Box,
J Vineyards and Winery, La
Marca Prosecco, Orin Swift,
New Amsterdam Vodka, RumChata, High Noon, along with
partnerships with esteemed
family-owned brands such as Allegrini, Argiano, The Dalmore,
Diplomatico, Don Fulano, and
Gruppo Montenegro.

Twisted Sistuhs celebrates expansion into
Chattanooga, Knoxville and Memphis
NASHVILLE, TN – Twisted Sistuhs recently announced the
Nashville-based
minority,
woman, and veteran-owned wine
company is expanding into Chattanooga, Knoxville and Memphis. In partnership with Empire
Distributors, the independent
brand now available at retail and
restaurant locations throughout
Middle Tennessee and via online
sales, will also be available for
purchase in new markets across
Tennessee.
“We are so excited to introduce
Twisted Sistuhs to new wine lovers throughout our state,” said
Kristi Alderson, co-founder,
Twisted Sistuhs. “We are lucky
to work with such a great partner
in Empire Distributors, which
has been helping small, local
brands like ours grow in Tennessee for more than 80 years. Together, we’re ready to introduce
Twisted Sistuhs to local restaurants, businesses, and residents in

Sistuhs is a brand indicative of
uniquely crafted high-quality
vegan wine varietals that embody balanced notes of fruit and
earthy flavors.

“We are so excited to introduce Twisted Sistuhs to new
wine lovers throughout our
state,” said Kristi Alderson,
co-founder, Twisted Sistuhs.
“We are lucky to work with
such a great partner in Empire Distributors, which has
been helping small, local
brands like ours grow in Tennessee for more than 80
years...”
Chattanooga, Memphis and
Knoxville.”
Established in 2019, Twisted

Twisted Sistuhs’ founders Ogechi Anyatonwu and Kristi Alderson were honored as women
leaders in the wine and spirits industry this year by the Black Influencers
of
Libations
Association. Established in 2019,
Twisted Sistuhs is a brand indicative of uniquely crafted highquality vegan wine varietals that
embody balanced notes of fruit
and earthy flavors.
About Twisted Sistuhs
Twisted Sistuhs is a minority,
woman and veteran-owned wine
company based out of Nashville,
TN. Its premiere 2018 vintage
blends are aged in bourbon barrels, providing a unique experience for wine lovers. Each

DigitalFilm Tree reconstructs, restores and
releases Prince’s 1985 ‘Revolution’ concert
LOS ANGELES, June 8, 2022
/PRNewswire/ -- LA-based postproduction house DigitalFilm
Tree (DFT) recently announced
its role in the release of Prince
and The Revolution: Live, a hidef Blu-ray restoration of a
March 30, 1985 Prince concert
originally filmed in Syracuse,
New York's Carrier Dome and
broadcast to the world via satellite. The film was originally released on VHS in the late 1980s
before falling out of print.
Restoring and digitizing the concert film—shot in the analogue
and obsolete NTSC format—was
a delicate task, in which DFT's
CTO/ Senior Colorist Thomas
Galyon, CSI, and Post-Production Engineer Greg Filkins had to
painstakingly rescue the footage
from an analogue time of soft
blurs and jittery movements and
into an HD era of high detail.
Waveform scope monitors were
used to adjust and radically correct the color to truly match the

Waveform scope monitors
were used to adjust and radically correct the color to truly
match the vivid hues shot in
1985, rather than the signaldegraded imagery that existed on the VHS. Elsewhere,
the NTSC footage—wherein
every frame is actually two
fields made up ...
vivid hues shot in 1985, rather
than the signal-degraded imagery
that existed on the VHS. Elsewhere, the NTSC footage—
wherein every frame is actually
two fields made up of interlocking odd and even "lines" rather
than pixels—was properly interlaced into a new progressive
image that eliminated lines altogether and evolved the frenetic
footage into a file made of pixels,
with each frame its own digital
picture rather than NTSC fields.
Data was mined to locate and
highlight details never before visible in the original broadcast or

VHS release, with Prince and
Revolution's faces, instruments,
and ornate costumes/ stage design escaping harsh, blown-out
VHS obfuscation and returning
to brilliant clarity. Finally, a layer
of filmic grain was latticed
throughout to mask camera distortions, and small VFX paintouts and restoration work
removed artifacts and noise reduction, with DFT's Head of
VFX Dylan Chudzynski restoring the concert's opening title
card by creating clean vector
graphics for the welcome scroll
in its original font.
A months-long process of devotion, faith, and technology came
together to bring Prince and the
Revolution back to their galvanizing glory of March 30th,
1985, and now a world of fans
will be able to reexperience (or
experience for the very first
time) a show that was nearly lost
to the ravages of time, but, like
the music, will now last forever.

high-quality blend is single
sourced, vegan, with no additives. An interactive map of locations Twisted Sistuhs can be
found is available on the company's website. For more information,
visit
online
https://twistedsistuhs.com/.

Memphis Xfinity Stores now
offering sign-ups for Internet
Affordable Connectivity
Program and Essentials Plus
Customers can visit Xfinity stores in Memphis, Olive Branch,
Germantown and Bartlett to sign up for Internet Essentials Plus
and ACP to get internet service for free.
MEMPHIS, TN, June 14, 2022
– Assistance is now available at
more than 500 Xfinity stores nationwide, including four Memphis-area locations, for eligible
customers who want to sign up
for Internet Essentials Plus, a
service that includes 100 Mbps
speed, a modem, access to millions of WiFi hotspots, and unlimited data for $29.95 per
month.
During their visit, eligible customers can also learn how to enroll
in
the
Affordable
Connectivity Program (ACP) to
get Internet service for free. Any
Xfinity customer who qualifies
for ACP can apply their $30
credit toward their monthly Internet and/or Xfinity Mobile bill.
The Memphis-area retail
locations include:
Memphis:
2847 Poplar Ave.
Olive Branch:
5338 Goodman Road, Ste. 115
Germantown:
7614 W Farmington Blvd., Ste.
42
Bartlett:
8361 US Highway 64
In addition, through Project UP,
Comcast’s $1B commitment to
advance digital equity and help
build a future of unlimited possibilities, the company is partnering with its network of thousands
of non-profit organizations in
communities across the country
to increase awareness of, and
participation in ACP, while also

addressing broadband adoption
issues like the lack of digital
skills. In the last six months,
Comcast has distributed well
over $1 million dollars in grants
to support dozens of local nonprofit organizations, with plans
to invest millions more through-

“We’ve never been more
committed to closing the digital divide and helping people
get connected to the Internet
through Project UP,” said
Broderick Johnson, executive
vice president, Public Policy
and Digital Equity at Comcast.
out the year.
“We’ve never been more committed to closing the digital divide and helping people get
connected to the Internet through
Project UP,” said Broderick
Johnson, executive vice president, Public Policy and Digital
Equity at Comcast. “By working
with our partners at all levels of
government and within the community, we can accelerate our efforts to ensure everyone has
access to the Internet and the
skills they need to excel in
today’s digital economy,”
In addition to retail, customers
can visit www.xfinity.com/acp,
www.internetessentials.com, or
call 844-389-4681 for more information, to determine eligibility, and sign up. A dedicated ACP
Enrollment and Support Center is
available from 8AM to 12AM
daily, with multi-lingual capabilities to assist anyone interested in
the program.
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